TOMAZ HUMAR

Ama Dablam: North,West Face
(Plates 26 -29)

Editor's note: The Piolet d'Or award for the best climb of 1996 was won by
Vanja FurIan and Tomaz Humar for the North- West Face Direct on Ama Dablam.
Sadly, Vanja Furlan was later killed in a fall on the Slovenian mountain
Mojstrovka.

I

t was a year ago that Vanja FurIan, Zvonko Pozgaj and I decided to
attempt a new route, the North-West Face Direct on Ama Dablam (6828m).
Two Slovenian expeditions and an American-Canadian expedition
(including Ed Webster and Paul Teare) had tried to climb it, but none of
them had succeeded and this wonderful face remained unclimbed.
'I'm determined to climb the face,' I said, when we met to discuss the
project, 'and I don't mind whether we do it in Alpine, Himalayan, or
Mediterranean style!' Fortunately the other two agreed.
We decided that Spring 1996 would be the best time to go, so only five
months were left for our preparations. Each of us undertook a certain task.
Vanja, as the most experienced, undertook the responsibilities of organiser
and leader. I was in charge of technical equipment and provisions. Zvonko
organised the telescope and radio equipment to guide us on the wall, as
well as camera and video equipment for recording the ascent. We agreed
that each of us would cover his own expenses. I was rather inefficient in
money matters, so I focused on getting fit by ice-climbing, and exercising
in the dusty improvised gym in the attic of my house.
As the day of our departure drew nearer, I began to get increasingly
anxious at the thought of leaving behind my four-year-old daughter and
my wife Sergeja who was expecting another child. Since I had already
climbed Ganesh and Annapurna 1 during the previous 19 months, I spent
the last few days wondering what on earth was making me set off for the
Himalaya for a third time. But once I was on the plane I knew that there
was no going back, and I was able to focus solely on Ama Dablam.
In Kathmandu we were pleased to find how well we worked together - it
took us only four days to make all the necessary arrangements. A Russian
helicopter transported us to Lukla, and we rediscovered all the remembered
delights of Nepal: the Sherpas with their exhausted faces, the heavily
burdened yaks, the untidy cheerful children, the golden rice fields ready
for harvest, the mountain torrents and, last but not least, the mountains
piercing the sky. These things, and many more, are Nepal.
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After staying in idyllic Namche Bazar, we were welcomed by the Lama
at Thyangboche and then trekked to Dingboche, which is the last village at
the foot of Ama Dablam. On II April, the day after Zvonko's 27th birthday, we finally managed to set up our Base Camp at the edge of the lake at
an altitude of 4650m. This used to be a wonderful lake, but today all that is
left is a frozen puddle. Cindi, our sirdar and cook, had arranged everything necessary to protect our Base Camp. He provided prayer flags and
scented shrubs: their slow burning was a prayer that Mani should protect
us from danger. When we caught our first sight of the face, we feared that
we had made a mistake in choosing to climb in Alpine style. But later we
realised that Alpine style was indeed the best choice for such a small team.
We spent the next two days settling in, constantly observing this great face
of Ama Dablam through a telescope.
For acclimatisation we chose Island Peak (6173m). On 14 April we stood
on the top, after ascending it by three different routes, and we spent the
night on the ice plateau at an altitude of 6000m. The next day we returned
to Base Camp and since the weather was unsettled we decided to rest for a
few days. Vanja and I spent a lot of time preparing our mountaineering
equipment: a single 8.5m rope, a 5.5m rope for sack hauling, ice-climbing
gear, as well as warm clothing, tent, bivouac gear, sleeping-bags, cooker
and provisions for ten days. On 20 April, late in the afternoon, everything
was ready and packed into two 30kg backpacks. The next day Zvonko
and Cindi helped Vanja and me to the foot of the face. We parted and two
hours later we crossed the first ice ledge. We continued climbing, one behind
the other unroped, until, as we approached a serac, there was a loud crack.
We pressed our faces hard against the slope of the face. We could see
pieces of ice falling off in all directions, and heard a thunderous roar. This
was perhaps our worst moment, but we were lucky and managed to survive
it unscathed.
We carried on to a point where the face steepened to 80° or 90° and here
we roped up. The weather was fine at first, but suddenly it changed. While
Vanja was climbing a particularly steep pitch, it started snowing and soon
the snow began to slip. By the time it was my turn to climb the pitch, the
snow had become a white river engulfing us. Visibility was very poor, and
I was trying to watch my steps and swing my ice axe at the same time.
When the wind grew even stronger, I really thought I had had it. The slipping snow was getting more and more oppressive and I had difficulty in
breathing. I could already picture myself lying at the foot of the face. I was
hacking away desperately with my ice pick, and as a result, one of its picks
bent and the other broke off. After I had managed to fight my way up to
join Vanja, we were forced to stop moving for two hours while we waited
for the weather to improve.
Eventually the snowfall eased off and we were able to continue the climb
above the serac, trying to find a place for the tent. Late in the afternoon,
having dug out a narrow shelf at 5680m, we pitched the tent and fell asleep.

26. Ama Dablam, 6828m: the North-West Face. (Tomai Humar) (PSO)
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My back was aching after carrying such a heavy pack. Vanja didn't even
wait for the tea to be ready, but fell at once into an exhausted sleep. My
backache persisted and I couldn't sleep. I lay listening to the snow falling
and passed the time by nibbling a few biscuits and some smoked ham. All
the next day it went on snowing, forcing us to stay in the tent. We had to
fight against avalanches, by pressing our backs against the back of the tent,
which was up against a wall of snow. Gradually our shelter became
deformed and in the evening, when it stopped snowing, we crawled out
and moved the tent to a safer place.
Next morning it was pleasantly warm and there was no wind, but the
snow was abundant and avalanches still threatened. Weather conditions
were now much better, and although we felt that a storm was on the way,
we collapsed the tent and started climbing. But having climbed the first
pitch, we had to return to the serac because the snow started to fall and slip
agaIn.
An hour later we tried again, but we only managed to climb four pitches
on the crumbling ice. For two hours- we struggled on but finally we had to
give up. We decided to return to the serac and descend to Base Camp the
following day. On the fifth day of the ascent we gathered together all our
equipment and provisions and left the face clean, ready for the next attempt.
Having reached the bottom of the serac, it started to move. We spent some
seemingly endless moments grasping the rock. Vanja was struck by only a
few pieces, but I was badly hit in the nape of the neck by falling ice.
Moreover, my plastic goggles and the camera, which I had at the top of my
backpack, were smashed. Fearing that the serac was going to go again, we
quickly moved to the edge of the crevasse, where we actually 'swam' through
the snow towards the foot of the glacier. We were welcomed by Zvonko.
After warming us with tea and trying to cheer us up, he helped us carry our
heavy packs back to Base Camp.
On 16 April the sun was shining and we woke to find everything covered
with snow. This was the day when my wife gave birth to our son Tomaz,
which of course I didn't know at the time. We spent the several days mending
our equipment and waiting for the weather to settle. At 3am on 30 April
Cindi made a fire on the Mani stone. Before setting off, we circled the Mani
and offered the gods a gift of rice which had been sanctified by the Lama in
Thyangboche. We took leave of Zvonko and Cindi at the foot of the glacier
and despite some threatening clouds hanging above the valley, we began
our second attempt on the face. Our backpacks were heavier this time, but
our determination to climb the face was even stronger than before. To save
time, we climbed unroped until we reached the pitch below the top of the
serac. This time we approached the slope from the left. However, I didn't
manage to find a single suitable place for a belay, and when the rope ended
I found myself hanging on vertical crumbling rock, covered with snow.
Consequently, we had to continue moving together. I was just fixing the
first ice piton in the shelter, when the serac started to move.
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'Watch out, Vanja!' I screamed.
I could feel a rush of adrenalin, since we were both welI aware that the
smallest piece of shattering ice might force us from our holds and precipitate us to the foot of the face. But the casting of the rice around the Mani
stone in the morning must have brought us luck and we managed to reach
the serac, where there was enough room to camp comfortably. By early
afternoon we had pitched the tent on the same spot as before. While we
cooked and rested, our thoughts were occupied with the pitches we would
be climbing the following day.
We woke at midnight and by 4am we were ready to start. Soon we had
climbed to our previous high point. When we realised that our backpacks
were too heavy for such rough terrain, we decided to haul them up behind
us. This was hard work and in the thinning air, as I struggled to breathe,
my mouth and throat became dry and sore. We climbed for twelve hours
up vertical ice and when the ice suddenly ended, we were faced with a new
challenge: the overhanging rock of the main walI.
The sun was just setting, but the beauty of that sight was suddenly interrupted when Vanja took a fall, as a big rock came away in his hand. He
landed five metres below our bivouac. His Gore-Tex was torn, the rope
was slightly damaged, some karabiners broke, but thankfully he himself
was unharmed. By the light of his head-lamp, Vanja climbed back up and
it was IOpm when he eventually rejoined me. We spent the rest of the night
hanging on the ropes, unable to eat or drink. By morning we had sore bleeding fingers and our toes had lost all feeling.
Vanja pulled himself up to a place where he could stand upright, and he
hauled the backpacks up after him. As I was collapsing the tent, the rope
attached to the backpacks became stuck a few metres below me and Vanja
let me down for a few metres so that I could release it. Suddenly I heard a
loud crack from above and the rucksack containing all our ice-climbing
equipment, including 10 ice pitons, Abalakov hooker, ice hooker, deadman
and ice screws flew away into the depths below.
After a lot of useless swearing, we continued climbing as if nothing had
happened. We tried to keep calm, although we were well aware that, having
lost our ice-climbing gear, the only way we could survive was to climb to
the top and then descend to the valley down the South-West Ridge. I still
wonder how we managed to do it. With our bare hands we fought our way,
metre by metre, up the endless overhanging rock.
By this time we were terribly hungry and thirsty and it was 4pm before
we reached a place where we could stand up and relax a little. We enjoyed
some hot soup, biscuits and ham with horseradish. The sun provided
welcome warmth, but soon it started to release stones and blocks of ice. As
a result, we were forced to descend 50 metres to the right and then to
continue climbing, roped together, over steep and smooth ice late into the
night. We climbed for three hours and were lucky to find a ledge, where
we spent the rest of the night sitting up in our sleeping-bags.
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27.

Vanja Furlan climbing thinly iced
slabs on the Slovenian Direct Route,
Ama Dablam. (Tomai Humar) (P80)

29.

Vanja Furlan and Tomaz Humar on the summit of Ama Dablam. (Tomai Humar) (P80)

28.

Vanja Furlan near the top of
Ama Dablam. (Tomai Humar) (P80)
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The whole of the next morning was devoted to cooking, eating and
drinking until, in the afternoon, the sun encouraged us to crawl out of our
sleeping-bags. But soon a hidden corner, known as the Fairy Ridge, revealed
another crumbling pitch, and we felt more and more desperate. We climbed
unroped and by the time we had reached the top of the corner, the sun was
already setting. By the light of our head torches we climbed up over the
corner. It was quite dark and we were exhausted, our crampons worn out.
From now on we climbed with renewed concentration, because we knew
that the slightest mistake might bring disaster. If anything had happened
to one of us, the other one would not have had much chance of surviving,
since we were each carrying some essential items of the remaining
equipment. It was midnight before we reached an ice crevasse, where we
were able to pitch the tent in the shelter of a serac, and had a comfortable
sleep at last. In the morning we had to surmount more rock barriers before
finally we reached the last ice ridge leading to the top of the North Ridge.
'We did it!' I said to Vanja, with tears in my eyes. 'Whatever happens
now - the North-West Face is conquered!' I don't often cry, but tears kept
running down my cheeks. We felt extremely happy and embraced each
other. Wearing backpacks, this was a slightly awkward manreuvre!
From the top of the face we could see other rock faces that might have a
place in our future.
We descended as rapidly as we could and on the seventh day, at the foot
of Ama Dablam, we were joined by Zvonko and Cindi. Like carefree
children, we jumped up and down and shouted with joy. Over the radio,
however, we were silent. After spending two days clearing Base Camp and
packing up all the equipment, we hurried back to Dingboche to make the
call home telling of our success. It was then that I received the wonderful
news that, on the other side of the world, a new baby boy was waiting for
me! It was on that same day, too, that we learned of the terrible death toll
on the slopes of Everest.
We dedicated our new route to the legendary Slovenian mountaineer
Stane Belak-Srauf, who was killed in an avalanche below Mojstrovka in
1995. I still cannot come to terms with the sad truth, which came as a
terrible blow to me as I was preparing for an expedition to West Nepal in
autumn 1996, that Vanja, my close friend and climbing partner, had been
killed in a fall on Mojstrovka.
Summary: For five days, between 30 April and 4 May 1996, Vanja Furlan
and Tomaz Humar made the first ascent of the cl650m North-West Face
Direct Route on Ama Dablam (6828m). They were supported at Base Camp
by Zvonko Pozgaj who in 1993 at age 24 became the first Slovenian to
reach the summit of K2. At c6000m Furlan and Humar inadvertently
dropped all their ice-climbing gear, but after breaking through the upper
rock bands they reached the North Ridge at c6800m, summitingjust before
5pm. They descended by the Normal Route on the South-West Ridge.

